Bloodhounds have the most sensitive noses of any other dog breed. Humans have about 10 million sensory cells, the average dog has about 100 million and the bloodhound has 300 million!

The bloodhounds wrinkles, long ears and drool help to magnify and trap the scent they are tracking when their nose is to the ground.

The Bloodhound was first used by law enforcement in England 1805 to track thieves and poachers.

Bloodhound refers to status of “blooded hound”, meaning aristocratic, since such great lengths were taken to keep the strain clean.

They are a tireless worker for law enforcement all over the world and are so accurate that the evidence tracked by a bloodhound is accepted in a court of law.

They are trained to jump on the chest of those they have tracked to prove that is the human scent they have been tracking.

Must be kept on a leash because their nose will carry them away!

The only breed with a nose that has eyes.

St. Hubert hounds, ancestors of today’s Bloodhounds dates back over 1000 years.